Suicide: the difference
between road and
rail criminal injuries
compensation

Gareth Jones’ successful judicial review of the Criminal Injury Compensation Authority, for its
refusal to award him damages for his catastrophic injuries arising from a motorway crash caused
by a man walking in to the traffic to commit suicide, has highlighted the difference in treatment
between train drivers who suffer injury when someone commits suicide in front of their train
compared to injuries caused by other suicides.
History – crime of violence
Initially the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme provided compensation for injuries arising
from any crime, not just from crimes of violence. This was amended in 1969 to limit the Scheme to
crimes of violence.
Despite much discussion on the issue, ‘crime of violence’ was not conclusively defined in the
CICB Scheme, or in the CICA successor Schemes. The CICA annual report for 2009-10 shows that
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4,183 claims under Scheme paragraph 8(a) were refused over the year on grounds that the injury
did not result from a crime of violence.
The question of what is a ‘crime of violence’ was considered by the High Court in 1977 in R v
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board ex p Clowes [1977] 3 All ER 854, where a suicide had broken
open a gas main to kill himself and a police officer was injured in the resultant explosion. The
Divisional Court held that a crime of violence was not confined to offences against the person, but
also “that kind of deliberate criminal activity in which anyone would say that the probability of injury
was obvious” (Eveleigh J at 858).
Suicides by walking or lying in front of a train
According to the Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) 2010/11 Safety Report, there were 208
suicides on railway lines over that year. In some years there have been over 300 suicides by people
walking or lying in front of trains. Such suicides can leave the train driver with significant mental
injury. Many drivers suffer repeated suicides, and some become unable to continue work as a result
of the mental injuries sustained.
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Conclusion
The Court of Appeal decision in Jones gives rise to a further
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The bold assertion that suicides are not a crime of violence was
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existing right.
The rhetoric about the train driver’s position commonly
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argued that train drivers were in a unique situation because they
cannot swerve to avoid collision with the suicide. This argument
is vulnerable to comparison with unavoidable collisions for other
vehicle drivers.
The crucial point of difference between train drivers and
other vehicle drivers is that in the absence of the paragraph 9(d)
provision, a train driver would not be able to recover for mental
injury in a rail suicide case unless they had a close relationship of
love and affection with the person who they had hit (as provided
for by paragraph 9(b)). Although train drivers commonly suffer
mental injury as a result of the suicide, the greater size and force
of the train, as compared to the suicide, means that they would
not fulfil the paragraph 9(a) requirement that they were put in
reasonable fear of immediate physical harm to his or her own
person (paragraph 9(c) is inapplicable as it relates to sexual
offences).
Also, while the CICA continues to interpret a ‘crime of violence’
as including a requirement that the crime involved either a
direct infliction of force upon the victim, or at least a hostile act
directed towards the victim, then rail suicides would effectively
be excluded from the Scheme but for the special provision
at paragraph 8(b), that an injury sustained in and directly
attributable to an offence of trespass on a railway.
Many of those objecting to a ‘levelling down’ of the right
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suggested resolving the anomaly by removing the limiting
requirements of being a railway employee and the crime
involving a trespass on a railway (as was later argued by Robert
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Glancy QC in Jones).
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